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When the 56-year-old former Royal Hungarian Prime Minister Laszlo Bardossy 
was transferred from Switzerland to the American-occupied zone of Germany in 
the spring of 1945, his chances of being brought before a special court of justice 
or war-crimes tribunal increased exponentially.1 For the time being, he was 
detained in a camp near the city of Augsburg, probably very near the site of the 
battle where, a millennium earlier, an international army under the command of 
Holy Roman Emperor Otto I dealt a crushing blow to a Hungarian force that had 
been allied with Otto's German enemies. Now, after an even larger-scale defeat 
inflicted on German and Hungarian forces, another Magyar leader awaited the 
judgement of the victors. He must have had in mind the terrible retribution that 
had been inflicted in the summer of 955 on the commanders of the defeated 
Magyar army.2 But 1945 was not 955, and taking vengeance was not instant, 
especially not in the lands occupied by the Western Allies. Before the victors 
would mete out justice to the vanquished, much preparation had to be done. The 
preliminaries of these preparations would involve the interrogation of prospective 
subjects of judicial prosecutions. Bardossy himself was interrogated by person-
nel of the German Intelligence Section of the 7th American Army. A transcript 
of this interrogation survived and can be found in the records of the Office of 
Strategic Services (OSS). It is published here for the first time. 

The text containing Bardossy's interrogation, like the transcripts of the 
interrogation of numerous other prominent Axis personalities who had fallen into 
American hands, is not a source that throws much new light on the events of the 
Second World War. The officers conducting the questioning rarely knew much 
about the background and activities of the person they interrogated, and the little 
they knew tended to be derived from sources that were highly prejudiced against 
anybody associated with the Axis. Furthermore, the persons interrogated were 



apparently not in a position to prepare for their questioning; they were probably 
not allowed to bring notes with them, and they were certainly not in possession 
of the records which could have refreshed their memories of events. These 
circumstances notwithstanding, the transcripts of these interrogations are useful 
in that they reveal much about the frames of mind that those questioned experi-
enced at the end of the war. This fact is no doubt true of the transcript of 
Bardossy's interrogation. 

Though it is not obvious from the document — the matter is mentioned 
explicitly only in the concluding section — what was in the back of the former 
Hungarian Prime Minister's mind throughout the interrogation was the probabil-
ity that he would soon face judicial prosecution before some kind of a war-
crimes tribunal, though he must have hoped that this would be an international 
one and not one in Hungary or in another East European country.1 For this 
reason the answers Bardossy gave to his interrogators' questions were phrased 
especially to demonstrate his innocence in the decisions his government had 
made while he had been in office, decisions that his captors and prospective 
judges could view as having contributed to the slaughter and human suffering 
that was experienced during the war. According to the testimony Bardossy gave 
to his American interrogators in July of 1945, he had shouldered only limited 
responsibility for his nation's involvement in the war. 

Bardossy employed a series of arguments to prove his minimal respon-
sibility for Hungary's becoming a belligerent on Germany's side. First of all, he 
stressed that, during his "short" term in office "(eleven months)" "every decision 
of the government over which I presided ha[d] been [taken]... with the consent 
of the Regent and with the explicit or tacit approval of the Parliament." These 
decisions, according to the former Prime Minister, were dictated "only by the 
interests of our... nation." According to Bardossy, two of the principal aims of 
his government in 1941 had been to "keep the unity of our nation" and to "fulfil 
our national obligation toward our Hungarian brethren [in] the territories severed 
from Hungary in 1919." 

To keep the "unity" of the Magyar nation, in Bardossy's view, was to act 
in accordance with Hungarian public opinion; and public opinion in Hungary 
obliged Bardossy to embark on the very steps that four years later brought 
against him accusations of being a war criminal. "Public opinion," he argued, 
demanded that Hungarian troops enter the Magyar-populated regions of Yugo-
slavia, once that state had collapsed under the German Wehrmacht's onslaught. 
The Hungarian nation would not have tolerated the occupation of Vojvodina by 
German troops, and its transformation into a German Gau under a Nazi Gaulei-
ter. Public opinion, that is, anti-communist sentiments, were also instrumental in 
Hungary's involvement in the war against the U.S.S.R. To go against national 
consensus, according to Bardossy, would have destroyed the political unity of the 
country and would have exposed it to foreign (i.e. German) influence and 
interference to a degree even greater than had been the case under his leadership. 



The most important consideration in Bardossy's decisions, as he explained 
to his American interrogators, had been the "national obligation" his country had 
to the Hungarians beyond the borders of truncated Hungary. As has been 
mentioned, that particular motive played a vital part in the April, 1941, move to 
send troops into Hungary's one-time southern provinces, as it had been the 
motivating force behind many of the actions of Bardossy's predecessors from the 
fall of 1938 to the spring of 1941. 

These were Bardossy's main arguments in 1945 in defence of his record, 
aside from his somewhat confusing statements as to when and why Hungary 
followed the German example in declaring war on the United States after the 
onset of a state of war between the U.S. and Japan. Since in July of 1945 
Bardossy was not in possession of his private papers or of the relevant govern-
ment records, and had no access to legal or other pertinent advice, he could not 
make an effective defence of his actions of four years earlier. In fact, an 
examination of the evidence enables historians to say more in defence of his 
leadership. As Dr. Pal Pritz has pointed out in this volume, Bardossy cannot be 
exonerated for some of his over-hasty and ill-advised decisions he had made 
while he had been in office, it is nevertheless true that he was not the "hawk" 
that he has been made out to be in the nearly fifty years after his death, and that 
his vilification as a war-criminal is quite unwarranted. 

The most onerous charge that was levelled against Bardossy after the war 
by his detractors has been that he was the Hungarian leader most responsible for 
engineering his country's involvement in war against four countries, including 
three great powers. These four nations were (in chronological order) Yugoslavia, 
the U.S.S.R., Great Britain, and the United States. Viewed from a historical 
perspective of half-a-century, and in light of the documentary evidence, it is 
obvious that these charges have to be qualified and, in one instance at least, 
should be dismissed altogether. 

* * * 

The Hungarian decision regarding involvement in the occupation of the Magyar-
populated regions of Yugoslavia had been actually taken before Bardossy 
became Prime Minister. It should be recalled that it was that decision, enthusi-
astically endorsed by Regent Miklos Horthy himself, that caused enough grief to 
Prime Minister Pal Teleki to prompt him to take his own life. Bardossy might 
have agreed with Horthy and, as he would argue in 1945, with the rest of the 
country's population, but he only implemented a policy that he had inherited 
from the crisis that pre-dated his appointment. This circumstance does not 
absolve him entirely from shouldering responsibility for Hungary's actions at the 
time, but it places the issue of his guilt into different light. 

The circumstances of Bardossy's responsibility for the involvement of 
Hungary in the war against Soviet Russia are different. On the one hand, in this 



case he had been at the helm of the government for some three months and, 
therefore, he cannot distance himself from the decision on grounds of its timing. 
On the other hand, however, Bardossy's guilt in this matter is not straightforward 
for another reason. The reason for this is the fact that the record of his actions 
prior to the German invasion of the U.S.S.R. suggests that he was not in favour 
of Hungarian participation in that war, and opposed those among Hungary's elite 
who thought otherwise. 

Hungarian participation in the invasion of Soviet Russia had not been 
counted on by the Nazi leadership. Unlike in April of 1941, when Yugoslavia 
was invaded, the Germans did not need Hungary as a staging-ground for their 
deployment against their intended target. Furthermore, in June of 1941 Hitler 
considered the Hungarians a risk to the security of Operation Barbarossa and 
refused to inform them of his plans until the last minute. In Budapest, however, 
no one of importance seems to have doubted the probability of war between the 
Reich and the Soviet Union. There was, however, no agreement among Hun-
gary's political and military circles regarding the question what role Hungary 
should play in the expected conflict.4 

The division of views on the question of cooperation with the Third 
Reich was not new. Ever since the start of Hitler's program of expansion in 
eastern Europe there had been men within the Hungarian leadership who had 
opposed the idea of military collaboration with the Nazis. However, with Pal 
Teleki dead and the cautious elder-statesman Istvan Bethlen's leverage in the 
country's government reduced, the influence of this group had reached its nadir 
by the summer of 1941. At the same time, the position of their opponents had 
been strengthened as a result of the Germans' great victories during 1940. The 
accession of Rumania to the Axis camp the same year also had an impact: 
Hungary now had an influential competitor for Hitler's graces. The leaders in 
Budapest had four times succeeded in revising the territorial provisions of the 
Treaty of Trianon in their country's favour in less than four years, each time with 
German support or acquiescence. By 1941, however, it became evident that, 
unless Hungary outperformed Romania in the race for the FUhrer's good will, the 
spoils might go to the Rumanians in the future.5 

Despite the existence of these complicating factors, there is no evidence 
that Prime Minister Bardossy sought his country's participation in the planned 
German attack on Soviet Russia. A different outlook prevailed, however, among 
some members of the Hungaiian military. The chief spokesman for Hungary's 
pro-German officer corps was General Henrik Werth, the Chief of the General 
Staff. During the late spring of 1941 Werth made repeated attempts to convert 
Bardossy to the idea of voluntary participation in the expected German invasion 
of the Soviet Union. Werth's demands for a Hungarian-German military alliance, 
however, were firmly rejected, and the government continued to maintain its 
stand for a while even after the start of the German invasion of Russia on June 
22nd.6 But soon enormous pressure was exerted on Bardossy's government to 
change its course. Pro-Nazi and stridently anti-Soviet elements within the 



country demanded a show of solidarity with Hitler's "crusade" against commu-
nism and a warning came from Rome that Hungary's inaction might have 
harmful consequences. Slovakia had also joined the war against the U.S.S.R., 
leaving Hungary as the only central European state not to have done so. More 
important still was a message received from Germany through unofficial chan-
nels to the effect that if Hungary wanted to participate in the campaign against 
Russia, she would have to join immediately and voluntarily.7 The message was 
delivered in "emphatic" language by General Kurt Himer, the German High 
Command's representative in Hungary, to General Werth who passed it on to 
Bardossy. Evidently disturbed by developments, in the afternoon of the 24th 
Bardossy summoned Otto von Erdmannsdorff, the German Minister to Hungary, 
for an interview and told him that the matter of Hungary's participation was up 
to the country's civilian government to decide. If Germany desired Hungary's 
assistance she would have to request it through the regular diplomatic channels.8 

The Hungarian Prime Minister's response to the German demand deserves 
attention. There may be those who would dismiss it as posturing, or even an 
attempt to extract concessions from Germany in return for Hungarian participa-
tion. But it is doubtful if Bardossy could really expect the Fiihrer practically to 
beg for Hungary's assistance, especially when all of Germany's other friends had 
offered their help voluntarily. Bardossy's motives were probably different. In 
telling the Germans that Hungary's government would consider the question of 
participation in the war if Germany had asked for this officially, the Prime 
Minister probably wanted to avoid his country's involvement in the war without 
having to admit openly that Hungary did not want to participate. Three times 
during the past three years Hitler had moved or was about to move against one 
of Hungary's neighbours, and three times the Hungarian leaders proved most 
reluctant — on two occasions they had in fact told Hitler in advance that they 
would not join him in a war (at the time of Hitler's planned attack on Czechoslo-
vakia in the late summer of 1938, and in the summer of the following year, 
before the invasion of Poland). Taking Hitler's temper and power into consider-
ation, Bardossy could not tell the Germans for a fourth time that Hungary 
wished to stay out of the conflict, but he hoped to accomplish this through 
requesting what the Germans had promised not to do: ask for Hungarian help 
formally.9 

Bardossy continued to stand by his policy of non-involvement only for 
another day. The event that prompted him to abandon his original stance took 
place on the 26th, and it was the air-raids on Kassa (today's Kosice, in Slovakia) 
and other places in northeastern Hungary. It was this development that unnerved 
him. There is no need to re-tell tue story of these raids in detail, as they have 
been the subject of a great many studies.1" Compared with the attack on Kassa, 
the attacks on targets in Sub-Carpathia left little or no damage. Near the town 
of Raho (Rakhov) trains were attacked. Some sources refer to action against the 
city of Munkacs (Munkachevo), although what, if anything, was bombed there 
no one seems to know. More familiar is the story of the attack on Kassa where, 



a few minutes after one o'clock in the afternoon, unidentified aircraft approached 
the town, dropped their bombs, and departed. Several buildings were destroyed 
or damaged in the bombing, including the local post- and telegraph office. It 
should be added that, contrary to certain historical accounts of the event, the 
Hungarian Air Force did not have a base at Kassa. There was only a small 
airfield, used by the training craft of the Miklos Horthy Air Force Academy. 
None of these planes was in a position to give chase to the attackers. 

The consequences of the attack are better known. After an on-the-spot 
investigation, the local military authorities concluded that the attackers had been 
Russian and reported the news to Budapest accordingly. In the capital, reaction 
was one of indignation. On hearing the news, Horthy is reported to have become 
so agitated that he gave orders for immediate reprisals. Bardossy reacted 
differently. He could not believe that the intruders were Russians. He saw the 
whole affair as a plot to force his hand and to involve Hungary in the conflict. 
And if the advocates of war resorted to such underhanded and ruthless means to 
achieve their ends, resistance was useless. It was in this mood that Bardossy 
convened his cabinet. Given the circumstances and the moods of the participants, 
the outcome of their deliberations was predictable. That same day the cabinet 
passed a resolution calling for the declaration of the existence of a state of war 
between Hungary and the USSR. Thus, within several hours after the Kassa raid, 
Hungary was plunged into war." 

* * * 

The accusation that Bardossy had been also responsible for the onset, in 
December of 1941, of a state of war between Hungary and the United Kingdom 
is even less valid than the charge that he had "deliberately" involved his country 
in the German war against Soviet Russia. Yet it has been repeated numerous 
times, and in some cases his government has been squarely accused of issuing 
the Hungarian declaration of war on Great Britain.12 In reality, however, it was 
not the Hungarian government that had declared war first, but the government of 
Great Britain. The roots of this development go back to the summer of 1941. 

The German invasion of the U.S.S.R. had ended the Berlin-Moscow 
alliance and created a military alignment between London and the Kremlin. Not 
surprisingly, a few weeks after the German attack, the British and Soviet 
governments began discussions concerning the conduct of the now common war 
effort against the Axis powers. In early September the question of what to do 
with Finland — whose armies were now fighting alongside the Wehrmacht and 
threatened the security of Leningrad — came up in an interview Sir Stafford 
Cripps, the British Ambassador in Moscow, had with Soviet leader Joseph Stalin. 
During the discussion it became evident that Stalin wanted Britain to declare war 
on Finland. This request was formally presented to the Foreign Office in 
mid-October by Soviet Foreign Minister Vyacheslav Molotov. Four days later, 



Ivan Maisky, the Soviet Ambassador in London, .pressed the British Foreign 
Office "very urgently for a favourable reply." The British leaders had two 
reservations about complying with the Soviet request. They believed that united 
action by the members of the British Commonwealth was necessary in the 
matter, and they were worried that a British declaration of war on Finland would 
displease the American public which was thought to be quite sympathetic to the 
Finns.13 

The idea of declaring war on Finland was also unpopular in Canada, in 
particular with the country's Prime Minister, William Lyon Mackenzie King. At 
a meeting of the Canadian Cabinet War Committee in Ottawa on the 29th of 
October King predicted that there would be "popular reluctance" in both Canada 
and the United States to accept further declarations of war, especially when 
urged by the Soviets. According to King, there were additional reasons for 
rejecting Stalin's demands. One of these had to do with the fact that many Finns 
were employed in essential industries in Canada, a situation which could be 
"adversely affected by a declaration of war." Taking all this into consideration, 
the War Committee agreed that British Government should be told that for the 
time being the Canadian government was not prepared to comply with the Soviet 
demand.14 

In view of the doubts that existed both in London and Ottawa concerning 
the wisdom of declaring war on Finland, and the apparent impossibility of 
achieving Commonwealth unity in the matter even if the U.K. government was 
ready to agree, Downing Street refused Stalin's request. But the Soviet leader 
persisted and went even further, insisting that the British, as well as the other 
members of the British Commonwealth — and even the United States! — 
declare war on Finland, as well as on Hungary and Rumania. Finally, at the end 
of November the U.K. leadership decided to give in to the requests of their 
Russian ally. The governments of the Commonwealth countries were urged to 
act in unison and, after some discussion and a brief delay, they agreed. Thereaf-
ter the British Foreign Office issued ultimatums to the governments of Finland, 
Hungary and Rumania, demanding that they end their military operations against 
the U.S.S.R.; and as these demands were not complied with, the U.K. govern-
ment decided to go ahead with the planned declarations of war.1' In the morning 
of the 7th of December, the members of the British Commonwealth declared war 
on Finland, Hungary and Rumania. In the evening of that day came the news 
that the forces of Imperial Japan had attacked Pearl Harbor, causing the outbreak 
of war between the United States and Japan. 

Bardossy played no role in these decisions, other than the fact that his 
administration did not comply with the British ultimatum, but it was hardly in 
position to do so. Somewhat different was the next and last declaration of war 
that the Hungarian Prime Minister is accused of. This followed the onset of war 
between the U.S. and Japan, and the decision by Hitler to demonstrate the Third 
Reich's solidarity with its ally by declaring war on the United States. On this 
occasion, the Germans treated the Hungarians differently from the way they had 



dealt with them in June of 1941. At that time, it might be recalled, no official 
demands were issued to Budapest to join the war against the Soviet Union. Now, 
five months later, the Germans squarely told Bardossy that paragraph 3 of the 
Berlin-Rome-Tokyo Tripartite Pact, to which Hungary had also acceded, required 
a Hungarian declaration of war against the United States.16 There was not much 
Bardossy could do to argue in face of such an explicit demand, and he did not 
get into any arguments. In the wake of the British declaration of war on 
Hungary, Bardossy probably felt that whether his country was at peace or at war 
with the United States, mattered little under the circumstances. 

* * * 

Bardossy was at the helm of the Hungarian government in a fateful period. 
During this time Hungary drifted into the war even though that was not the wish, 
and certainly not the aim, of her Prime Minister. Bardossy might have been a 
quick-witted and knowledgeable person, but no amount of astuteness and verbal 
ability could help him to stir the ship of his nation in exactly the direction he 
desired in the stormy times that he was in office. He was the agile sparrow 
among hawks and doves, but his gifts were not enough to handle the grave 
hurdles fate threw at him and his nation during his time in office. Certainly, he 
was not a dove of peace, but men of such persuasion could not have risen to the 
head of the Hungary's government under the internal and international circum-
stances of the times. His American interrogators concluded that he was a 
"sparrow... perhaps a hawk." And a hawk he was found to be by his nation that 
after the war began looking for explanations for the tragedy that befell it, and 
ended up singling out scapegoats for that tragedy. 

From near Augsburg, Bardossy was taken to Salzburg in Austria where 
the Americans collected the Hungarians who were to be returned to Hungary to 
face charges.17 He was put on the very first plane that took these men back to 
Budapest, and — as Dr. Pritz has outlined in his paper in this volume — he was 
the first to be condemned to death by the special People's Tribunal established to 
try Hungary's "war criminals." The sparrow became a victim of the whirlwind 
that the hawks of war had unleashed on the world two generations ago.18 
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PWB - CPT Hq 7th Army 
German Intelligence Section 

2 July 1945 

SPECIAL INTERROGATION REPORT No. 9. 

SUBJECT: Interrogation of Dr. Laszlo de Bardossy, former Prime Minister 
and some-time Foreign Minister of Hungary. 
TO: Commanding Officer, PWB-CPT, 7th Army. 

Portrait of a Gentleman and Diplomatist 

On the 21 June, 1945, a Hungarian aristocrat set down on paper the 
skeleton of his life. Life had been good to him, it had never been dull - and 
while the stuffy little room at Camp Baerenkeller near Augsburg was not a 
prison cell, it was certainly not as pleasant as a villa on Balaton Foeldvar [sic, 
Balatonfoldvar], Besides there was his room-mate: "An old man who is always 
complaining". The aristocrat disliked complaints and people who complained. 
He had always liked his privacy. When he finished writing the outline of his 
life, it looked like this: 

Bardossy, Laszlo 

Born in 1890 (10.12.) in Szombathely, Hungary 
Entered the Hungarian Civil Service in 1913 
Has been taken over to the Hungarian Diplomatic Service 1922 
Appointed Counsellor to the Hungarian Legation in London 1929 
Appointed Hungarian Minister in Bucharest 1934 
Nominated Hungarian Minister for Foreign Affairs in Feb. 1941 
Nominated Hungarian Prime Minister 6. April 1941 
Demissioned 6. March 1942 

He later added that he had been educated at the universities of Paris, 
Geneva and Budapest. He had received an LLD in 1912 - "Naturally from 
Budapest". 



He thought of all the interesting and entertaining people he had known, 
and reflected on the bitter jest of being cooped up with a nobody who com-
plained. 

"If only I had something to read - something that could be read over 
and over again. I have my Bible, of course, - but could you get me 
something like Shakespeare?" 

* * * 

When one sees him face to face in animated conversation, the frail, quiet 
man has the alertness of a sparrow. His finely molded and expressively mobile 
features together with his long, fine, silver hair remind one of a portrait of Franz 
Liszt. As he converses in his fluent English, he is poised and has full command 
of himself. Sometimes his long fingers unconsciously toy with an enamelled 
signet ring on his right hand. He is gracious: "I am so glad you brought this up, 
for that permits me to say..." He makes concessions in a gentlemanly manner: 
"You are perfectly right! Absolutely right! I must agree, but..." And as a result 
of these graceful "buts", one imagines him in the red robe of a Cardinal of 
Richelieu 's time. A sparrow? perhaps a hawk. 

From Trianon to Treachery? 

In retrospect the diplomatist sees his high policy as having been deter-
mined by three guiding principles of great clarity: 

"During my short term of office (eleven months) every decision of the 
government over which I presided has been - always with the consent 
of the Regent and with the explicit or tacit approval of the Parliament -
directed only by the interests of our country and nation. Our aim was: 
(1) To keep the unity of our nation; (2) Not to allow foreign interfer-
ence in our state affairs internal or external; (3) To fulfill our national 
obligation toward our Hungarian brethren on the territories severed from 
Hungary in 1919. 

"Ad. 1.) The keeping of the nation's unity has been served by the 
government in refraining from all decisions which could have provoked 
division within the Hungarian nation. That is: The government has 
always put special point to remain in constant harmony with the 
Hungarian public opinion which during my term of office could express 
itself freely. 



"Ad. 2) In order to keep out direct foreign interference, it seemed 
necessary, even unavoidable at given occasions and to a certain extent, 
to fulfill the wishes of Germany [so] that her government should not 
find false pretext to invade the country and to take over the handling of 
our affairs. 

"Ad. 3) The national obligation to free [those] Hungarians living outside 
the national frontier line of 1919 under alien servitude, has spelled for 
us the moral duty to liberate when possible, former Hungarian territories 
with a Hungarian population..." 

It was the attempt to achieve both points 2.) and 3.) that led to the 
diplomatic dance on eggs and sleight of hand that characterized Hungarian 
foreign policy from 1933 to 1945, and finally resulted "in direct foreign interfer-
ence", the "fulfilment of the wishes of Germany" and the eventual loss of 
"Hungarian brethren on the territories severed from Hungary in 1919". 

The critical [events?] in Hungarian foreign affairs took place while 
Bardossy was in Bucharest as Hungarian Minister from 1934 to early 1941. As 
far as he personally was concerned at this time he regarded his major problem 
the question of Hungarian minorities - is outlined in 3.) above. The particular 
segment of this problem that he as Hungarian Minister to Rumania had to deal 
with was the question of Transylvania. 

Bardossy was asked to define exactly what he meant by "public opinion" 
- in authority which he in common with other Hungarian statesmen invariable 
appealed to as an ultimate ratio in the whole matter of Hungarian minorities 
abroad. 

"I am so glad you brought this up! It allows me to say that 'public 
opinion' in this question meant the entire people - the whole country, all 
classes. If I may be permitted to do so, I should like briefly to review 
the history of this question which pros the statement. 

"You will recall that immediately after the last war Hungary had a 
Communist government for a brief time under Bela Kuhn [sic, Kun], 
Even this government had at the very outset as one of its cardinal 
principles the re-attachment to Hungary of territories with Hungarian 
majorities. 

"Later on a peasant government called the 'Party of Small Landowners' 
whose leader was Szabo Nagyatadi also declared as one of its cardinal 
principles opposition to the Trianon Treaty. 



"The upper classes, as represented by Counts Bethlen and Teleki -
well, I might say that they were naturally against it". 

In the light of this tradition and weight of public opinion, Bardossy 
conceived his major task in Bucharest to be "to point out the impossibility of the 
situation" with regard to Transylvania. As Minister in Bucharest I never felt 
German support in this direction. We had more or less the support of the Rome 
government. The head of the Fascist state declared his sympathy in 1935. As to 
Germany - they didn't want to expose themselves. They didn't mean to mix in 
these "Danubian affairs'". 

The first German support came in the shape of the Second Vienna Award 
in 1940, ceding half of Transylvania to Hungary. Although "it seemed that the 
initiative came from Rumania in asking that an award be made, the Vienna 
decision "satisfied neither the Rumanians nor the Hungarians". "Relations 
became more strained. We were on the point of being forced to take action by 
public opinion". 

Nevertheless Hungary and the Hungarians felt a "certain gratitude toward 
Germany for the awards", particularly since all other governments had failed to 
show interest in helping Hungary. 

* * * 

"We did not declare war on Yugoslavia - we merely carried out a 
military action in what had become a vacuum". 

This statement sums up the Premier's attitude toward the whole affair of 
Hungarian annexation through military occupation of the Bacska [Bacska] region 
from Yugoslavia on 10 April, 1941. 

It was all quite legal, if posing certain nice difficulties, in the Premier's 
view. After the putsch which overthrew the pro-German AInoar-Markovitch 
government of Yugoslavia ("until then the most cherished nation for Germany in 
the Danube Valley"), the German government approached Count Teleki asking 
him to join Germany against Yugoslavia and thus regain her lost territories. 

"It was very enticing offer for the dream of all Hungarians - very 
tempting. On the other had we had a moral duty. We had concluded a 
friendship agreement with Yugoslavia at the behest of Germany only a 
few months before. It was a very difficult situation for poor Count 
Teleki"! 



The fact that Count Teleki committed suicide during this crisis is brushed 
aside by Bardossy as "the result of a breakdown of a feeble nervous constitu-
tion, the call of a family heritage in a moment of despair when he felt he could 
no more bear the strain of the burden which governmental duties were putting on 
him for more than three years". 

It was at this critical juncture that Bardossy was called by the Regent to 
jump into the breach. "His Highness perhaps thought I was less mixed up in 
internal affairs and thus less prey to their pressure because I had been in 
Bucharest all these years". 

The "very difficult situation" which spelled "a moral duty" and had called 
Count Teleki's "family heritage in a moment of despair", was dissipated into so 
much thin air for the new Premier as a result of "a telephonic message at 
midnight April 10", informing that Premier - who had been very patient for four 
days - that an independent Croat state had been declared in Zagreb. At the same 
time, according to Bardossy, Yugoslav forces had evacuated the territories 
between the Danube and the Tisa [Tisza] rivers. 

"By carrying out the reoccupation, Hungary followed the Soviet exam-
ple, set on 18 September 1939 when Russian forces entered former 
Polish territories on the basis that Poland had ceased to exist. If 
Hungary would not have acted as she did on 11 April 1941, the German 
Army would have - without any doubt entered the so-called Bacska 
[Bacska] and would have kept it under German occupation". 

Thus no problem existed, since no state existed. No declaration or war 
was necessary, since one does not declare war on a non-entity. The moral 
problem of the friendship pact with Yugoslavia similarly vanished in this stroke 
of central European magic, for now the only moral problem was to save the 
territory from German occupation "with all its far-reaching political con-
sequences". 

Hungarian diplomatic tradition, together with the memory of "poor Count 
Teleki" were also simultaneously honored, for now "both of Count Teleki's 
conditions in the event of a Yugoslav-German war had been fulfilled". There 
was no Yugoslav government. There was no Yugoslav Army. Hungary's moral 
duty was clear. 

A Declaration of war and a "Declaration of Solidarity" 

Many and complicated are the questions which perplex a Pnme Minister, 
but none were more so than those of Russo-Hungarian relations. 



On 22 June 1941, the German Ambassador von Erdmannsdorff - "a 
gentleman" - paid a call on Prime Minister de Bardossy. In the course of the 
conversation the German informed him that Rumania and Finland were joining 
Germany in her war against Russia. Bardossy felt that this was "a sort of 
invitation" for Hungary to join the party too. 

That night he apparently had another of his sessions of "hesitations and 
reflections", for on June 23 the Hungarian Government formally announced that 
it had severed diplomatic relations with the Kremlin. 

To the Prime Minister's surprise and pique, "they laughed at this in 
Berlin and Rome". Meanwhile the ogre of public opinion once more raised its 
head in the Hungarian homeland. 

"Public opinion wanted the war - it was growing impossible for any 
government to resist public opinion, and the army wanted the war -
perhaps foolishly, thinking that it would go brilliantly". 

It was at this point that the Minister's perplexities and doubts were 
cleared up and the issue decided by "the repeated and unprovoked bombing of 
Hungarian towns by Russian planes". 

In 1938 the territory of Karpatho-Ruthenia (formerly the easternmost tip 
of Slovakia) was "re-annexed" to Hungary by the government of Bela Imredy. 
In his discussion of the problem Bardossy emphasized the fact that this territory 
had always constituted a kind of ethnical no-man's land, pointing out that 
President Benes of Czechoslovakia "had repeatedly said that he was holding it 
out as a sort of gage toward the Russians". When pressed the Prime Minister 
admitted that ethnically the territory was of mixed population, "mostly Slavonic 
in character". He further pointed out factors which he felt should not be 
overlooked in the connection; "But it had water-power and lumber and had been 
part of Hungary for - oh, a thousand years!" Thus it was necessary to "round 
out the economy of Hungary". It was in this territory that the towns of Muncacz 
[Munkacs] and Kassa were "repeatedly" (twice) bombed. The investigating 
committee "proved that the bombs were of Russian make". The Prime Minister 
drafted what he considered a well tempered declaration of war. As he remem-
bers it, it read as follows: 

"As a result of the repeated and unprovoked bombing of the Hungarian 
towns of Muncacz [Munkacs] and Kassa by Russian planes, the Hungarian 
Government feels itself to be in a state of war with Russia". 

Berlin and Rome made no comment. In 1942 "Ribbentrop came to 
Budapest to ask for more troops". 



In this episode too, Hungarian tradition and moral obligations were also 
happily honoured. When asked if he did not consider the possibility of keeping 
down the growing German domination by going to war with Russia against 
Germany at this point, the Prime Minister was obviously horrified, pointing out 
that for years "the leading Hungarian politician and brilliant writer Eckhart [sic, 
Tibor Eckhardt?] had unofficially made the promise that Hungary would go to 
war against Russia and defend Karpatho-Ruthenia if the Axis Powers would 
permit Hungary to re-annex it. Moreover the Regent felt a moral duty to the 
anti-Bolshevist heritage of every Hungarian government since Bela Kuhn's 
[Kun]". 

No less thorny a problem, and one which the Prime Minister eventually 
solved with the same brilliance and dexterity, confronted him later that year, 
when "one day we were told that a state of war exists between the States and the 
Reich... They made me understand that I had to declare war too". With an air 
for obvious pride Bardossy exclaims quietly: "I did not!" 

It was his impression that he was being asked to declare war under the 
terms of the Tri-partite Pact which provided that each of the signatory powers 
would come to the assistance of the other if it were attacked. 

The Prime Minister was surprised to learn that in point of technical fact 
it was Germany who had declared war on the United States. After he had been 
given a brief review of the events of the week of December 7, 1941, he ex-
claimed softly: "I am so glad to know that! You see, we had only the German 
view which told us that the United States had provoked and started the war". 

In any event he is now pleased to retail [57'c re-tell?] the facts proving 
that he never declared war on the United States. He informed the German 
representative of his position under three headings: 

(1) "I am quite willing to break off relations 
(2) "I don't want to become the laughing stock of Europe: tne little 

country, Hungary, declaring war on the colossus of America! 
(3) "I can offer neither military nor political support. I have no ships 

except those that go from Buda to Pest. There are too many 
Hungarian nationals in America, and it is also in the interest of 
the Reich not to antagonize them". 

The pressure of the German continued, however. Obviously the Prime 
Minister had to produce a Solomon's judgement. As he sees it, his problem was 
"not to provoke a power which was at its height at this point" and at the same 
time to avoid declaring war on the United States. "After many hesitations and 
reflections, I decided on the following: A Declaration of Solidarity' with 



Germany in her war with the United States. I may say that the next morning 
when Mr. Pell, the American Minister, called on me he congratulated me on the 
wording of .the formula". He further states that 

"The declaration has not been in any way a declaration of war... As 
best seen and proved by the fact that the President of the U.S. has later 
found it necessary to declare war on Hungary which he would not have 
done if he would have considered our previous statement as a declara-
tion of war". 

Conclusions 

Laszlo de Bardossy is a gracious, cultivated man; an aristocrat in the 
European sense of the term who is tied - in spite of the opportunities he has had 
to become a citizen of the world - to a narrow nationalistic point of view which, 
when stripped of its veneer of his soft-spoken punctilio, is as bigoted as that of 
the lowliest Hungarian peasant/ Laszlo de Bardossy fits the pattern of the 
gentleman - civilized conversation is possible with him. 

It might be well to consider here by way of conclusion certain statements 
made by the Prime Minister in his conversation which seem to throw a rather 
oblique light on his true convictions. It is believed that comment on these 
statements would be superfluous. 

"There was at that time a general belief that a clash of the Communist 
outlook with the Capitalist outlook was inevitable. Sooner or later it 
had to come up. This becomes important when one considers it in 
connection with Russia's obviously pan-Slavistic point of view. I may 
say that I still believe in this theory. I believe it will come". 

(Re: Declaration of war on Russia) 

"Yes, that is perfectly true - I was informed of events leading to the 
state of war between Germany and the United States through Hungarian 
diplomatic representatives in the states. But that was so long ago that 
just now it completely slipped my mind". 

(Re: When reminded that the "Ger-
man point of view" was not the only 
information he had access to) 



"Yes, it is true that we played down over the radio the extent of 
Hungarian participation in the war against Russia. But this was primar-
ily for foreign consumption. When I was Prime Minister only small 
forces were sent to the front - it is too long ago to remember the exact 
figure. I was not careful enough to make notes at the time. Later 
Kallay [Miklos Kallay] tolerated this bad and clumsy game. Luckily I 
got out of this in time". 

(Re: When proof was offered that apparently "pub-
lic opinion" had to be conditioned to the Russian 
war.) 

That this is no ordinary predicament he is in at present, Laszlo de 
Bardossy seems to realize. That he has a poised courage in view of this is 
undeniable. And yet, Laszlo de Bardossy loves life - it has treated him well, 
and there are so many interesting people. 

He professes to be curious in regard to this present status: 

"In the course of the interrogation, I took the liberty of asking whether 
the U.S.A. Government considered me as a so-called 'War criminal' 
and if so whether this is the reason for my detention here? 

"In posing the question I had in mind that should the answer be in the 
affirmative: I will have to reckon with my being brought before an 
International Court of Justice. 

"I thought and still believe that my extradition to a so-called Hungarian 
Government which is not, or at least is not yet supported by a freely 
elected Parliament, would hardly be in accordance with the principles of 
justice". 

T/5 George Freimarck 
T/5 Irving M. Rowe 

Note: The writers wish to express their indebtedness and gratitude to Lt. 
Granville (NAIC) for furnishing valuable background material on Mr. Bardossy. 
All errors of judgement are naturally the writers'. 

G.F. 
I.M.R. 




